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ABSTRACT

The relativistic Vlasov equation has been expressed in terms of the guiding-center co-

ordinates in a hot magnetized plasma. Ft is noted that the relativistic effect reduces the cyclotron

resonance frequency for electrostatic and electromagnetic waves propagating transverse to the di-

rection of the static magnetic field in the plasma.

There is considerable literature on the wave-particle inter-

actions where the response of electrons is described by nonlin-

ear Vlasov equation expressed in guiding-center coordinates in

hot and magnetized plasmas[l]. However, with the advent of

high-power sources of radiation, such as, high-power lasers and

rf generators the relativistic effects are seen to play an important

role|2|.

In this Letter we describe the fully relativistic Vlasov equation

in terms of guiding-center coordinates, where the

finite Larmor radius effects become important and obtain ex-

pressions for the linear response of electrons corresponding to

large-amplitude electrostatic and electromagnetic incident waves

(pumps) in a hot magnetized plasma.

In the phase-space of position vector t . the world velocity j£

and the time t a collisionless plasma can be described by the

relativistic Vlasov equation[3]
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and over-dot denotes derivative with respect to time. The equa-

tion of motion in terms of the world velocity j£ is given by

-e£ - (3)

We express Eq.(l) in terms of relativistic guiding-center vari-

ables^], i.e., the guiding-center coordinates %.s = %_ - t x ss^/w* ,

the magnetic moment \t — mv^_/2wc, the gyrophase angle 8 of the

perpendicular velocity (i.e., the angle Hi makes with the x-axis),

and the parallel momentum pu = mi/.

a r . dF . d F - d F f F d F

where F = f; + f.{ua,k,)\f: = n»(m/27rr t)
s/Jexp(-m

is the unperturbed equilibrium distribution function, taken as

Maxwellian at temperature Tt and /0(w0,io) = exp j—i(wot — ko • x

x Yinex\>{in6)f° is the response of the plasma electrons due to

the pump wave. Now, in many practical situations of interest in

wave-particle interactions the large-amplitude waves are incident

transverse to the external applied magnetic field in a plasma. Kor

the transverse propagation of an electrostatic pump

* n -- 4>0exp [-i{uo t - kox)\,

and using the relativistic equation of motion, Eq.(.i) we can write

- - — - — ^
7 7 rnoij

exp [-»

(6)

and since {n,0) are canonical coordinates]I]

(7)

7 27V

where the relativistic Hamiltonian is given by

H (8)

Substituting Eqs.(6-8) in Eq.(4) we obtain the linear response

of electrons as

, 0 _ £^0
in *7*

n u ,

where
We

"I

(9)

(10)

Thus, we notice that the relativistic effects enter into the

linear part of the distribution function in the denominator. The

relativistic effect reduces the value of the cyclotron resonance



frequency of electrons. We can obtain the density fluctuation

associated with the electrostatic wave from

r+ao toa

n / KJZ
J — oo Jo

(11)

Thus, we see that the dielectric function of the plasmafl] does

not change appreciably from nonrelativistic consideration to even

the extreme relativistic consideration (7 ~ v/c).

Let us now consider an upper hybrid electromagnetic pump

wave in the plasma (fc,, || x)

LL, -

(12)

Q = ^ <
Ho 1 * 5 •

Using the relativistic equation of motion, Eq. (3) we obtain

x (13)

x exp [-i

x exp \-i{u/ct - kcx

LJC /7 + (effO|,/rM

xcxp{-i(wot -

(14)

(15)

Suiistituting Eqs.(13-16) in Eq.(4) we obtain the linear response

of electrons as

to _
in

Tc
(17)

Again, we notice that the relativistic effect enters into the

denominator of f° reducing the electron cyclotron resonance fre-

quency of interaction.

We have described the relativistic Vlasov equation in terms of

the guiding-center coordinates and obtaitied expressions for the

linear response of electrons due to the transversely propagating

electrostatic and electromagnetic pump waves. The relativistic ef-

fect reduces the cyclotron resonance frequency of the interactions

in both the cases. However, the relativistic effect does not change

the linear dielectric function of the plasma appreciably even in the

extreme relativistic consideration (7 ~ vjc ~> 1). These linear re-

sponses Eqs.(9) and (17) can be employed to find the nonlinear

phenomena involving the wave-particle interactions. The nonlin-

ear relativistic excitation of beat waves using the linear relativis-

tic distribution functions for two large-amplitude laser beams in

a plasma is under investigation.
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